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1. Introduction

Supramolecular chemistry provides a powerful approach toward
responsive materials, since it relies on the reversibility of non-
covalent interactions. This allows a dynamic reorganization of
the supramolecular structure as response to external stimuli
such as changes in the temperature, irradiation with light, or
the presence of analytes interfering with the preexisting intermo-
lecular forces between the building blocks of the material.[1,2]

With respect to the design of hydrogen-bonded liquid crystals

(HB LCs), Kato and Fréchet performed pio-
neering work using the complementary
interaction between benzoic acid groups
and pyridyl derivatives.[3–15] Later, Bruce
and coworkers studied related mesogens
and demonstrated that phenol derivatives
are suitable proton-donating candidates to
introduce liquid crystallinity.[16,17] This
group reported also the first halogen-
bonded LCs, which started a new field
in the design of supramolecular liquid
crystals.[18–20]

Since 2016, our group has been working
on hydrogen-bonded and halogen-bonded
liquid crystals.[21–24] Therefore, we employ
a modular approach, which allows compre-
hensive structure–property relationship

studies as well as systematic tuning of the properties of
the obtained functional assemblies (see Scheme 1a).[25–29]

Recently, we focused on the development of responsive photonic
materials based on cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs).[30] CLCs
represent 1D photonic structures, which selectively reflect light
of a specific handedness and wavelength (selective reflection
band, SRB), when the helical pitch is within the region of the
wavelength of visible light (according to Bragg's law, see
Scheme 1b). CLCs are promising for sensing applications as they
are independent from energy sources, easy to read out, and easy
to prepare.[31] Within the past decade, several groups reported a
series of CLC sensors based on polymeric liquid crystalline net-
works. For instance, Schenning and coworkers combined several
acrylate-based monomers to create printable cholesteric liquid
crystalline networks. Since these networks rely partly on
crosslinking by hydrogen bonding, they optically respond to
the presence of hydrogen-bond donating or accepting analytes
as well as to changes in the pH.[31–34] Studies using low-molecu-
lar-weight, hydrogen-bonded CLCs for photonic sensing are
rarely found in literature.[35–38]

Based on our previous findings and inspired by the seminal
work on HB LCs by Bruce and coworkers, we herein report a
modular toolbox for photonic materials responding to changes
in temperature and chemical vapors. In contrast to previous
reports based on liquid crystalline polymer networks or where
the supramolecular entity is used as dopand in a commercially
available liquid crystalline host, we herein report the first series
of liquid crystalline materials, exclusively relying on supramolec-
ular assemblies[39–41] and investigated their photonic behavior.
The major advantage of this modular strategy is its versatility
and the easy accessibility of new materials compared to the
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well-known polymeric systems. By self-assembly of the supramo-
lecular building blocks, a plethora of new materials with tailor-
made properties is accessible. In addition, since the materials are
based on low-molecular-weight mesogens, the response times
are several orders of magnitudes faster. For our initial studies, we
prepared a library of stilbazole (St) and azopyridine-based (Ap)
hydrogen-bond acceptors and combined them with 3,5-difluoro-
phenol (DFP) to obtain the hydrogen-bonded liquid crystalline
hosts. By partial substitution of the hydrogen bond–accepting
moiety by their chiral analogue (St* and Ap*), four different
cholesteric liquid crystalline systems were obtained
(DFP(St*50%/St50%), DFP(Ap*50%/St50%), DFP(St*50%/Ap50%),
and DFP(Ap*50%/Ap50%), see Scheme 1).

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Liquid Crystalline Properties

To investigate the potential and properties of the selected library
for sensing applications, we initially studied the liquid crystalline

properties of the four different compositions. The formation of the
hydrogen-bonded assemblies was proven by Infrared (IR) spec-
troscopy (see electronic supplementary information (ESI) for
details) and is indirectly supported by the formation of liquid crys-
talline assemblies (the individual building blocks do not show liq-
uid crystalline behavior) as proven by polarized optical microscopy
(POM) (see Figure 1a–c). All investigated compositions form
monotropic chiral nematic phases. A comparison of themesomor-
phic behavior of the assemblies revealed that the systems hosted
by the achiral Ap···DFP assemblies tend to recrystallize at temper-
atures of ≈35 �C, while the crystallization of the St···DFP-doped
systems is suppressed, preserving liquid crystallinity up to several
weeks. Moreover, after eventually crystallizing, the liquid crystal-
line properties and structural coloration can be recovered by
remelting the assembly. Thus, the latter systems appear promising
for the development of CLC sensor at room temperature.

The color of light reflected by the CLCs depends on the
concentration and the helical twisting power (HTP) of chiral
dopant added to the achiral host system. To control the initial
color of the CLC films, it is crucial to determine the HTP of

Scheme 1. Schematic representation of the modular approach toward hydrogen-bonded cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs). a) Partial substitution of the
achiral hydrogen-bonded (HB) acceptor (blue) by a chiral analogue (green) yields CLCs reflected visible light. b) Helical structure leading to a selective
reflection of circularly polarized light with a wavelength equivalent to the length of the helical pitch (P), the average refractive index of the material (nAvg)
and the angle of incidence (Θ) of the incident light beam. Scheme visualizing the sensing principle of the hydrogen-bonded CLCs. c) The external stimuli
or analyte will interfere with the hydrogen bonding and yield a change in the helical photonic structure.
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the chiral dopants (for detailed procedure, see ESI Chapter 4).
The HTP (β) is determined by the enantiomeric excess (ee), the
dopant concentration (Dopant), and the helical pitch of the chiral
nematic phase (P).

β = ðP�½Dopant��eeÞ�1 (1)

The HTP values for DFP···Ap*@DFP···St and
DFP···St*@DFP···St were found to be in the same region
4.5� 0.2 and 3.9� 0.1 μm�1, respectively. Based on these
results, we extrapolated the ratio of chiral to achiral hydrogen-
bonded liquid crystal to obtain green/blue CLC films at room
temperature. Subsequently, the CLC films were prepared by
application of the material to a black polypropylene substrate
via shearing with a glass slide. The samples show a reversible
color change as a response to changes in the temperature, which
is well-known behavior for CLC materials.[42] However, to our
surprise, the thermal response of DFP(Ap*50%/St50%) is signifi-
cantly different from its analogue where the chiral azopyridine
Ap* is exchanged by the chiral stilbazole St*. While the
DFP(Ap*50%/St50%) films showed a strong and prompt response
to changes in the temperature, the temperature response of the
DFP(St*50%/St50%) appeared less pronounced.

2.2. Temperature Response

To investigate the thermal response of the Ap*-based system in
more detail, the concentration of the chiral dopant has been

increased to adjust to a blue reflecting color. The fast and revers-
ible change in the reflection color of the DFP(Ap*55%/St45%)
films can easily be followed by the naked eye (see Figure 2a–c).
To quantify the thermosensing behavior, the reflection spectra
were recorded as a function of the temperature. Initially, the
films appear green/blue at 27 �C with an SRB maximum at
470 nm. Upon cooling, the color of the films immediately
red-shifts with an SRB maximum at 645 nm at 10 �C
(see Figure 2d).[43] Below 10 �C the reflection band shifts into
the IR-region and the films appear colorless and opaque. In con-
trast, temperatures above 30 �C yield a transition from the mes-
ophase to the isotropic phase leading to a vanishing of the
structural color of chiral nematic phase. To show the fast and
reversible response of the CLC films to temperature changes,
the heating and cooling cycles were repeated showing that at least
for five repetitions no significant hysteresis was observed
(see Figure 2e).

In contrast to the DFP(Ap*55%/St45%) sample, thin films of
DFP(St*55%/St45%) showed a less pronounced response to tem-
perature changes, which we attribute to stronger intermolecular
forces in this system resulting in a thermally more robust
photonic structure.[44] Therefore, this system was tested with
respect to its chemosensing ability.

2.3. Analyte Sensing in Gaseous Phase

As our initial aim for the present study with hydrogen-bonded
assemblies was to investigate their use in photonic sensing of
vapors and gases, we tested the response to vapors of a series
of hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors. To our surprise, analy-
tes such as water or ammonia vapors did not show a significant
effect on the coloration of the CLC films (ΔSRB = 25 nm, see ESI
Figure S17, Supporting Information). We attribute this behavior
to an incompatibility issue between the polar analytes and the
hydrophobic CLC films. In contrast, halogens such as iodine
appear to be promising analytes since they are nonpolar and
are able to form halogen bonds to the pyridyl-based acceptor
moieties. Indeed, the presence of iodine vapors yielded a prompt
redshift of the SRB, which was visible by the naked eye
(see Figure 3a,b). Previously, we reported the photonic NO2

gas sensing by binaphthyl diimine metal complexes as reactive
dopants in E7.[30] Here, we used the same experimental setup to
quantify the gas-sensing performance of the hydrogen-bonded
CLC films (for further details, see ESI Chapter 6.1). The setup
allows to continuously record reflection spectra of the
investigated CLC films while exposed to analyte vapors (see
Figure S15, Supporting Information). The sample chamber
was flushed with synthetic air for several minutes before
exposing the sample to iodine vapors. The photonic response
of the CLC films was followed by measuring the shift of the
reflectance peak maximum (Δλmax) as a function of time (s).
The measurements clearly show a fast and direct response of
the films when exposed to iodine vapors at 600 s, yielding a
strong redshift from 590 to 660 nm within 300 s. As soon as
the iodine concentration within the carrier gas drops at
1000 s, the shift of the SRB maximum is reversed returning
to 600 nm with a slight hysteresis (see Figure 3c and
Figure S16, Supporting Information).

Figure 1. Representative polarized optical microscopy (POM) images for
a) 3,5-difluorophenol (DFP)(St*50%/St50%) and b) DFP(Ap*50%/
St50%) showing the typical nonaligned and aligned textures of a chiral
nematic phase as well as c) a summary of transition temperatures of
the four chiral liquid crystalline assemblies as determined by POM.
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Figure 3. A continuous redshift of the SRB maximum can be recognized, followed by a blue shift, indicating reversibility. Hydrogen-bonded complex
a) before and b) after 3 s exposure to an iodine vapor–containing chamber redshifting the SRB after iodine incorporation. c) Time-resolved reflectance
measurement of the SRB maximum of DFP(St*55%/St45%) upon exposure to iodine vapors, exhibiting a redshift of 70 nm within 300 s.

Figure 2. Demonstration of the temperature-dependant shift of the selective reflection band (SRB) of thin Hydrogen-bonded liquid crystals (HB LC) film
(DFP(Ap*55%/St45%)) a) at ≈25 �C (ambient temperature), b) at 18 �C, and c) at 11 �C. Measurement of the SRB for the very same sample at a
1 �C min�1 cooling gradient, revealing a significant d) redshift of the SRB of about 175 nm. e) Repeating heating/cooling cycles between room tempera-
ture and 10 �C demonstrating a persistent thermoresponsive effect.
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We attribute the strong and reversible shift of the SRB to the
disruption of the hydrogen bond between the DFP and the hydro-
gen bond–donating group by iodine, followed by a reorganization
of the cholesteric mesophase yielding a change in the helical
pitch. To prove our hypothesis, we first determined the HTP
value of an I2···St* assembly in DFP···St and compared these
to the previously obtained HTP values for DFP···St*. Indeed,
the HTP of the iodine assembly is significantly lower
(2.1� 0.1 μm�1) than the one for DFP···St*@DFP···St
(4.0� 0.1 μm�1), which would explain the redshift of the SRB
maximum (see ESI Figure S12, Supporting Information). In
the next step, we calculated the interaction strengths of the
DFP···St and I2···St and found that the halogen and the
hydrogen bonds are comparable in their strength (�11.96 and
�10.90 kcal mol�1, respectively) supporting our assumption that
the halogen bond to the iodine is a serious competitor and pro-
motes a disruption of the hydrogen bond to the DFP (see ESI
Figure S24 and S25, Supporting Information). Finally, the
CLC films were investigated by attenuated total reflection infra-
red spectroscopy during the exposure to iodine (see ESI
Figure S19–S21, Supporting Information). The IR spectra clearly
show that the well-defined band of the phenolic OH-group in the
assembly at 2634 cm�1 vanishes upon exposure to iodine vapors,
and broad signal of the nonbonded phenol occurs around
3259 cm�1. These results demonstrate that the phenol is partly
replaced by the iodine in the assemblies.

Since the DFP(Ap*55%/St45%) contains the photo-switchable
azopyridine moieties, we were interested in the impact of irradi-
ation on the structural coloration of the CLC films (for details,
see ESI Chapter 7/Figure S22, Supporting Information).[43]

Therefore, the CLC films were irradiated with a laser pointer
(405 nm, 5mW, 2 s), and the reflection spectra were recorded
before and after irradiation at room temperature. The reflectance
shift, however, is rather unsatisfying shifting from initially
595–585 nm upon irradiation (see Figure S23, Supporting
Information). Since the reflectance reverts back into the initial
state within 10 s one cannot make a clear statement on
whether the effect is a thermal one or solely driven by a
photo-isomerization process.

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we presented a modular tool box to form CLC
films based on low-molecular-weight, hydrogen-bonded liquid
crystalline assemblies. By variation of the employed hydrogen-
bond acceptors (chiral or achiral), four sensor systems were
developed with significantly differing mesomorphic properties
and sensing capability, while the systems based on DFP···Ap
turned out to crystallize already at a temperature of 35 �C
making them unappealing for applications. In contrast,
DFP···St host appears promising for the development of
thermo- and chemo-responsive materials. The CLC films of
DFP···Ap*@DFP···St are sensitive thermosensors in the temper-
ature range between 10 and 27 �C, while the CLC films of the
closely related DFP···St*@DFP···St system appear to be less
sensitive to temperature changes. However, in a first attempt,
we were able to show that these systems can be used to sense
iodine vapors, while water vapor did not yield in a significant

change of the structural color (see ESI Figure S17, Supporting
Information). The investigation of the photo-response of the sys-
tem DFP···Ap*@DFP···St revealed a small shift of the reflectance
maximum, which quickly reversed back to its initial value.
Further studies will be conducted in the future to improve the
photo-switching performance of the hydrogen-bonded CLC films
and to broaden the scope of relevant analytes for chemosensing.
In addition, we will improve the processability of the materials
toward their use in additive manufacturing or printed photonic
devices.

Supporting Information
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the author.
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